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ABSTRACT  
Nipah virus infection is a renewable threatening stage III zoonotic disease caused high mortality rates and significant 

public health risks in the past two decades. Several outbreaks of the Nipah virus occurred in Malaysia, Bangladesh, 

India and other Asian countries, which differed in the characteristics as each outbreak results from a novel strain of 

the virus. The continuous change of the viral hosts, as it jumps from bats to the animal/human and vice versa, but the 

virus in need to adapt to the new environment and favor mutations accuracy. The recent outbreaks of the virus caused 

much concern worldwide due to its ease of transmission and high mortality rates. During the rapid spread and 

replication of Nipah virus, more mutations are likely to develop, enhancing its epidemiological patterns and increasing 

its pathogenicity, raising the risk for a new pandemic. This review presents the chronological development of Nipah 

virus outbreaks and the main differences from the originally discovered Nipah virus and the more recent strains and 

discussed the potential of this virus to become a new pandemic.  
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1- INTRODUCTION 

The first discovery of Nipah Virus was in Malay-

sia in 1998 among directly contacted people with 

sick pigs. The virus was able to induce acute enc-

ephalitis in humans and some animals, and it has 

Pteropus bats as a wildlife reservoir (Pulliam et al., 

2012). During the first outbreak of the Nipah virus, 

39% of 283 infected people died after a few 

daysafter the infection, which was confirmed using 

diagnostic tests. Bangladesh has also anno-unced 

another outbreak of Nipah Virus in 2001, many 

cases of infected people are reported in Bangladesh 

and occasionally in neighboring India. More than 

70% of all the confirmed Nipah virus cases have 

died (Luby et al., 2009). However, Sejvar et al., 

(2007) reported that one-third of survived cases 

have permanent neurological defi-cits. Since that 

time, several outbreaks have been reported in many 

Asian countries, including China, Malaysia, India, 

Bangladesh and others; these outbreaks were 

associated with short-chain of peoples based on 

direct contact person-to-person or animals to 

peoples. Various symptoms have been reported in 

Nipah virus disease, including fever, constitutional 

symptoms, and encephalitis, be accompanied by 

respiratory illness (Halpin et al., 2011). Following 

the other short outbreaks happened, with little 

differences in the viral characteristics and symp-

toms each time, as it is an RNA virus known for 

their increased rate for mut-ations. In May 2018, a 

new outbreak of the Nipah virus was reported in 

India, which caused much concern its ease of trans-

mission, unlike the pre-vious Malaysian strain of 

the virus (Majee et al., 2020). The World Health 

Organization announced that this outbreak could be 

a new pandemic as the virus showed increasingly 

high pathogenicity and contagious levels than any 

of the previous out-breaks. In the absence of any 

vaccine or effective treatment of Nipah virus, the 

WHO recommend raising the awareness of the risk 

factors and educating people in term of the meas-

ures that can be taken to reduce or even avoid 

Nipah virus infe-ction. The presents review, disc-

uss the chrono-logical development and the biolo-

gical character-istics of Nipah virus and its poten-

tial as new pandemic.   

2- Classification and characteristics of Nipah 

Virus 

Nipah virus is a deadly zoonotic virus that belongs 

to the Paramyxoviridae family of viruses and the 

Henipavirus genus. The virus possesses severity of 

the pathogenesis to human and animals, and it is 

classified among level 4 (BSL-4), with designated 

category C of priority pathogen, which is the high-

est level of biosafety pathogen classifications 

(Angeletti, et al., 2016). The name ‘Nipah virus’ 

originated first in Malaysia upon the first disco- 

very of the virus, which came from Sungai Nipah 

area in Malaysia, where the virus was first isolates 

(Control & Prevention, 1999b). Bats of the genus 

Pteropus have been reported to be the natural 

reservoir of the virus, which also reported to swept 

between 1998 and 1999 through numerous Malay-

sian piggeries and killed 1100 people (Control & 

Prevention, 1999a). Nipah virus has also been cla-
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ssified as an enveloped virus with filamentous nuc-

leocapsids; its genome consists of negative-sense 

single-stranded RNA of approximately 18.2 kb. 

This viral genome has been studied by Wang et al., 

(2001) who reported that it encodes for six main 

structural proteins, including phosphoprotein (P), 

nucleocapsid (N), glycoprotein (G), fusion protein 

(F), matrix protein (M) and large protein (L). The 

Nipah virus's ribonucleoprotein complex is formed 

by the N, P and L structural proteins reg-ulate the 

transcription and synthesis of viral RNA (Soman et 

al., 2020). Figure 1 presents the structure of the 

virus and its genome. The RNA genome is surro-

unded by an envelope of lipid bilayer studded with 

the glycoproteins G and F, which attached to the 

structural proteins. The inner part of the viral enve-

lope is well associated with the matrix protein M.  

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic drawing of Nipah virus structure and the structural proteins responsible for the 

genome synthesis. Adapted from Soman Pilla et al. (Soman Pillai et al., 2020) 
 

The virus's attachment and entry into the host 

cell have been studied by Tamin et al. (Tamin 

et al., 2002) who reported that it controlled by 

the two structural proteins: the  F and G prot-

eins, which span across the viral envelope 

(Yahya, Jummaat, et al., 2020). The G protein 

initially mediates the virus attachment to the 

host tissues and binds to the cellular receptors 

(Ephrin-B2 and -B3), while the F structural 

protein induces the fusion of the viral-cell 

membrane and facilitate the entry process of 

the virion (Xu, et al., 2012). A typical encepha-

litic syndrome characterized by paramyxo-

virus infection and significant pulmonary 

manifestations are the main feature of the first 

outbreak of Nipah Virus (Goh et al., 2000). A 

few years later, many researchers have succ-

essfully isolated the syncytium-forming virus 

from the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of infected 

patients and observed it under the electron 

microscope and observed the morphological 

characters as an enveloped virus with filame-

ntous nucleocapsids (Goldsmith et al., 2003; 

Guillaume et al., 2004). The negative staining 

of the virus showed it as herringbone struc-

ture, as typical Paramyxoviridae family virus 

(Guillaume et al., 2004). Broad reservoirs and 

host range characterize paramyxoviruses fam-

ily of viruses, and for this reason, thus they 

considered as an important zoonotic potential, 

such as Nipah and Hendra viruses originating 

from different types of bats (Angeletti et al., 

2016; Towner et al., 2009). More than 1200 chir-

opteran species of bats have been identified, 

which are distributed worldwide, represent-

ing the most successful mammals on earth. 

Many viruses such as Marburg, Ebola, SARS 

and even COVID-19 have been identified in 

various species of bats in the last decades, such 

as Pteropus spp and fruit bats (Sun, Jia, Liang, 

Chen, & Liu, 2018). The route of Nipah virus 

infection of from its reservoirs (bats) to hum-

ans is occurred by ingestion and consumption 

of viral-contaminated fruits or any food, the 
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direct contact of human with infected animals 

including pigs, cattle and goats have been 

reported to cause the disease (Chattu, Kumar, 

Kumary, Kajal, & David, 2018). 

3- Epidemiology and Pathogenesis 

The first outbreak of Nipah virus was only 

characterized as primarily encephalitic with-

out documenting any human-to-human trans-

mission (Goh et al., 2000). The outbreaks of 

Nipah virus have been reported in Malaysia, 

Bangladesh, Singapore, India and China; the 

highest mortality was found in Bangladesh, 

where the outbreak was typically happened 

during winter. Table 1 presents the list of 

Nipah virus outbreaks since its first 

discovered. 
 

Table 1. Illustration of different outbreaks of Nipah virus in the Asian counties  

Year Country  Remark Reference  

September 1998 

to May 1999 

Malaysia 105 deaths out of 265 cases of acute encephalitis 

caused by the virus reported in three different 

states of the country.  

(Looi & Chua, 2007) 

January and 

February 2001 

India Sixty-six cases reported with a 74% mortality rate, 

and the first evidence of person-to-person 

transmission. 

(Chadha et al., 2006) 

2001 and 2003 Bangladesh  Twenty-five cases were reported with 17 fatalities; 

the transmission also confirmed from person-to-

person.  

(Hsu et al., 2004) 

January to April 

2004 

Bangladesh Seventy-eight cases with 41 fatalities, most of 

them involved close contact with an infected 

person with Nipah virus. Acute respiratory distress 

syndrome observed.  

(Luby, 2013) 

January 2005 Bangladesh  Twelve cases with 11 fatalities, infection caused 

from drinking date palm juice, which was 

contaminated by fruit bat.  

(Icddr, 2005) 

February to May, 

2007 

India  Fifty cases were reported with 5 fatalities, resulted 

from Nipah virus encephalitis with person-to-

person transmission. 

(Gurley et al., 2007) 

February 2008 Bangladesh Nine cases were reported, with eight fatalities. (Chowdhury et al., 2014) 

January 2010 Bangladesh Eight cases were reported, with seven fatalities.   (ICDDR, 2010) 

February 2011 Bangladesh Dozens of cases with 21 fatalities of 

schoolchildren.   

(Verma et al., 2018) 

May 2018 India Twenty-three cases with 21 fatalities were reported 

and antivirals-based treatment was initiated. 

(Cairns) 

 

Various studies revealed that the transmission 

of Nipah virus from person to person is rare, 

which changed after few years as described by 

Luby et al. (Luby et al., 2009). They reported 

that only 7% of Nipah patients in Bangladesh 

transmit the infection, making the possibility 

of person-to-person Nipah transmission mos-

tly occur as individual cases after one or two 

weeks later. However, most outbreaks of the 

virus have been confined to India and Ban-

gladesh, taking fruit bats (Pteropodidae fam-

ily) as the natural reservoir (Gurley et al., 

2017). These reservoirs ere able to contaminate 

the fruits and infect humans and/or animals. 

Nipah virus believed to have broad species 

tropism, with the ability to infect many dom-

estic animals such as horses, pigs and cows, 

increasing its chances for zoonotic transmis-

sion from intermediate hosts (Chakraborty et 

al., 2016; Luby & Gurley, 2012). Various 

transmission have been reported, including 

direct transmission from the reservoirs, from 

any infected animals, from infected humans or 

contaminated food such as fruits. Figure 2 

presents a summary of these methods of trans-

mission.  
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Figure 2: Illustration of transmitting methods Nipah virus in the original Malaysian (blue arrows) and 

the recent strains (red and green arrows). Adapted from Clayton, B. A. (Bronwyn Anne Clayton, 2017) 

 

4- A potential new pandemic of Nipah virus  

Nipah virus is one of the RNA viruses character-

izedby their high rate of spontaneous mutations 

(same as the current COVID-19) than any other 

virus (Lo et al., 2020; Yahya & Alqadhi, 2021). 

This character gives the virus the ability to gain 

potential adaptation to new environments, infection 

of new hosts, develop new virulence factors, avoid 

our immune defenses and/or accelerate its transm-

issibility and contagious spreading. Measles virus 

evolved from mutation between the 11th and 12th 

century from the progenitor rinderpest, a paramy- 

xovirus that caused one of the top viral outbreaks 

(Furuse, Suzuki, & Oshitani, 2010).  Lo et al. (Lo 

et al., 2012) revealed substantial genetic hetero-

geneity in the strains isolated from Bangladesh of 

Nipah virus. Interestingly, only one strain was iso-

lated and identified the virus in Malaysia throu-

ghout the outbreak (AbuBakar et al., 2004; Chua et 

al., 2000). Nipah virus infections have also been 

attached with the origin of Pteropus bats, which 

have a wide geographical range all over the Asian 

countries (Hsu et al., 2004; Wacharapluesadee et 

al., 2010). The variation of environments, the hosts, 

may enhance and accelerate the mutation rate of 

RNA viruses, leading to their development in the 

current outbreaks (Welch et al., 2020; Yahya, 

Alfallous, Wali, Hameid, & Zwaid, 2020). Person-

to-person transmission is another difference bet-

ween the two strains of Bangladesh and Malaysia, 

as it was rare in Malaysia compared to more than 

the third of cases among Bangladesh's strain, which 

can be related to the phenotypic heterogeneity of 

Nipah virus (Luby, 2013). The infectivity and 

antigenic variability of Nipah virus was reported to 

be associated with virus genetic polymorphisms (Li 

et al., 2020). Nipah virus continuously changes the 

hosts, as it jumps from the bat to the animal/human 

and vice versa, making it  face new selection pres-

sures as the host environment changes. In parti-

cular, the Nipah virus's antigenic variability is cri-

tical to escape different immune response in all the 

infected hosts, thus more likely the virus develop 

new mutations to adapt with the environment. The 

recent confirmation of the viral transmission sugg-

ests ferrets inoculated with a Nipah virus strain 

from Bangladesh showed ten times higher virus 

shed in the saliva compared with those inoculated 

with the Malaysian strain (Bronwyn A Clayton et 

al., 2012). The adaptation of Nipah virus to hum-

ans’ body probably depends on the potentiating 

mutations stepwise accumulation that favor and 

enhance the emergence adaptation to the new envi-

ronment. A similar mechanism of adaptation in 

other viruses such as seasonal influenza and COVI-

D -19. Li et al. (Li et al., 2020) recently identified 

several amino acid changes among two Nipah virus 

lineages, resulting from the adaptation to affect 

receptor binding and accelerate the transmission, 

suggesting the presence of serious Nipah virus pan-

demic potential. The historical devastation of Nip-

ah virus as stage III zoonotic disease, its high case 

fatality rate and its ability for rapid mutation to 

adapt with different environments should raise the 

concerns for the potential pandemic risk of Nipah 

virus.  

5- Conclusion  

Nipah virus is a highly pathogenic stage III zoo-

notic disease virus that caused several outbreaks in 

the past two decades, which had different char-

acteristics resulted from the spontaneous deve-

lopment of the virus. The variation of viral hosts 

from bats to animals and human make the virus face 

pressure and exposed to different hosts environ-
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ments, which accelerate its mutation. These muta-

tions have led to increased pathogenicity and sprea-

ding rate, suggesting serious Nipah virus pandemic 

potential in the following years. This review deli-

vered an overview of Nipah virus outbreaks' chro-

nological development and highlighted the pote-

ntial of the new Nipah virus pandemic.  
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